Now, more than ever, college writers need a handbook—because writing is the core of all academic work

**Hacker Handbooks**

hackerhandbooks.com

More than 12 million students have trusted Hacker handbooks for straight answers to questions about writing. That’s an entire generation of college writers gaining confidence, building skills, and succeeding with a tool designed for quick access. For a new generation looking for writing help, Hacker Handbooks provide the reliable and comprehensive instruction needed to meet today’s writing challenges, a clear advantage over the hit-or-miss information found on the internet.

**Andrea Lunsford knows student writing**

**Lunsford Handbooks**

lunsfordhandbooks.com

One of the nation’s foremost experts in the field of composition and rhetoric, Andrea Lunsford knows how to help students channel their energy, experience, and budding media savvy into creating effective writing. Her optimism about writing and about students has always informed her handbooks. With Andrea as a guide, students will understand how much they already know about writing—and they’ll be able to move toward what they need to do to succeed as writers in composition courses and beyond.

macmillanhighered.com/3CFeb16
A guide for any writing occasion

- A revolutionary approach to writing in the disciplines
  
  **An Insider’s Guide to Academic Writing**: A Rhetoric and Reader
  Miller-Cochran/Stamper/Cochran

- Open students’ minds to thinking creatively and writing critically
  
  **Habits of the Creative Mind**
  Miller/Jurecic

- Humor and coaching to help students succeed
  
  **Everything You Need to Know About College Writing**
  Lerych/Criswell

- The most student support for writing with sources
  
  **Writing From Sources**, Ninth Edition
  Spatt

- The guide you trust to build a solid foundation
  
  **St. Martin’s Guide to Writing**, Eleventh Edition
  Axelrod/Cooper

- Making the link between critical reading and writing
  
  **Writing in Response**, Second Edition
  Ruszkiewicz/Dolmage

macmillanhighered.com/3CFeb16
Get involved.

For over 30 years, Bedford/St. Martin’s has helped to connect a community of authors and teachers in order to make a difference in the composition classroom. Visit community.macmillan.com to see what’s new and start a conversation.

LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers

LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers offers units on reading, writing, research, and grammar. By tracking improvement across a pre-test, an adaptive LearningCurve quiz, and a post-test, LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers helps students develop mastery.

Writer’s Help 2.0

Available in versions based on either the Hacker or Lunsford handbooks, Writer’s Help 2.0 combines “the simplicity and usability of Google” (according to one student) with the trusted content and instruction that free online resources lack. Using smart search, students can get expert advice quickly, whether for coursework or their own writing. Assignment and tracking features make it easy for instructors and administrators to monitor student progress individually, as a class, or program-wide.

Writer’s Help 2.0 is available with any Bedford/St. Martin’s title for $10.00.
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Winter greetings, colleagues. This issue of CCC challenges us to think of the breadth and depth of the work we do across not only instructional spaces and platforms but multiple affective dimensions of composing experiences. Denise K. Comer and Edward M. White start us off by “Adventuring into MOOC Writing Assessment: Challenges, Results, and Possibilities.” Comer and White smartly advocate for mixed methods in assessing student learning in complex, multimodal educational environments. Such spaces, both in and out of curricular contexts, are shifting what counts as “composing.” Kristopher Lotier, in “Around 1986: The Externalization of Cognition and the Emergence of Postprocess Invention,” argues for the value of thinking more robustly about networks, such as databases, as opportunities for rhetorical thinking and education.

The next two essays, Kelly Myers’s “Metanoic Movement: The Transformative Power of Regret” and Daniel Barlow’s “Composing Post-Multiculturalism,” consider different kinds of networks, or perhaps the same networks of composing but from the perspectives of affect and the cultural conditioning of feeling. Myers’s exploration of metanoia, the somewhat inverse partner of the kairotic opportune moment, asks that we pay more attention as writers and writing teachers to how meditation on missed opportunities can spark insight and development. Myers rightly understands writing processes as densely affective experiences, whose emotional dimensions need hardly hamper but rather provoke composing. Pushing on that notion, Barlow furthers our thinking...
about how affective responses to ongoing multicultural issues and tensions might themselves enliven critical thinking in our courses, where identities and collectives of experience remain rich sources of composing and rhetorical investigation.

Thinking across multiple domains of learning to write, Zak Lancaster poses an intriguing question about a popular and influential textbook in our field: “Do Academics Really Write this Way? A Corpus Investigation of Moves and Templates in They Say, I Say.” Lancaster’s analysis is much more than an evaluation of a textbook, though; it reminds us that writing is often a complex mix of learned strategies, genre awareness, and interpersonal consideration as writers consider the effect—and affects—of their ideas, positions, and arguments in their composing.

Our symposium for this issue, “Barack Obama’s Significance for Rhetoric and Composition,” assembled by Elizabeth Flynn and Ira Allen, mobilizes all of the foregoing topics for a strong consideration of the President’s rhetorical presence, both nationally and as a rich source of teaching opportunities for our field. Contributors variously consider Obama’s rhetorical performances to interrogate the raced, affective, and political dimensions of his attempts not only to lead the nation but compose and define citizenship. I am grateful to Professors Flynn and Allen for their work on putting this symposium together.

I wish you all happy reading.

Jonathan Alexander
University of California, Irvine